QUICK GUIDE
open beta
Instant remote visual support tool for
service

Useful links:
W EB APPLICATION

https://app.aire.link/login

T ECHNICAL AND SOLUTION DISCUSSION

https://forum.aire.link/
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1. Account registration
1.1. Sign-up to create an account on the web platform

1.2. Verify your account by clicking on confirmation email sent to your registered
email address
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2. First login
Upon your email verification, you are logged into the AIRe Link platform, with an active
guide walking you through the functionality. Note: Guiding tours might be reinitiated
within My Account settings.

2.1. Sessions
Here you can see the list of sessions that you have created. Note: List is empty for the
new user.

2.2. Forum
This option redirects users to the AIRe Link Community forum, used to find solutions to
frequently asked questions, ask questions, and discover interesting information about
the solution.
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2.3. Create session
Click here to create a new session.

Each session allows you to setup parameters as described below.

2.3.1. Session name
Add session name to be able to find session using session filter.
2.3.2. Client
Add phone number or email address of the client to notify her/him by SMS or email.

Note: The mail icon can be disabled by clicking on it. It implies that notification will not
be sent to inserted contact.
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2.3.3. Invite assistant
This option enables you to invite another person as a remote assistant in case you are in
the role of mediator only. Add phone number or email address of the assistant to notify
her/him by SMS or email.

Note: The mail icon can be disabled by clicking on it. It implies that notification will not
be sent to inserted contact.
2.3.4. Settings
Start time - If not changed, the session start time is set to your current date and time.
Using this option allows you to plan the session in the future.
Expiration - Set maximum session validity time. Expiration is used as a security measure
and allows you also to connect to the session anytime again within the validity period.
Allow Desktop Sharing – Enabled by default. If disabled during session creation, the
option to share screen will not be available within the call.
Allow Recording - Enabled by default. If disabled during session creation, the option to
record session will not be available within the call.
Start Muted – Disabled by default.
2.4. Filter
Here you can filter items of the session list according to your criteria.
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3. Remote session walk through
3.1. Call pre-requisites


Stable internet connection for both Assistant and Client



Size, framerate and resolution of the video or picture depends on the speed of the
internet connection



e.g. HD resolution (1280 x 720) requires average bandwidth of 300 kB/s



Average data consumption: 20MB/min (for HD resolution)



Own portable device equipped by web browser, speaker, microphone and camera



Supported browsers: Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge

3.2. Call initiation
When you create the session, the overview screen for the assistant appears, and an SMS
or email is sent to the client.
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3.2.1. Session ID
With session creation, a unique session ID
is created. Use this session ID to establish
the connection in case SMS or email

notification is not possible. Example:
guiding the client over the phone, to open
a web browser (https://client.aire.link/)
and insert session ID in the field.

3.2.2. Assistant and Client tabs
Provides summary of information selected per the session. The information might be
updated before connecting to the call.
3.2.3. Connect
Click on the ‘Connect’ button to connect into the call.
3.2.3.1. Call pre-view and join button
Assistant´s view

Client´s view
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Options to select audio/video


Allow web browser the access to camera and
microphone usage.



Select required media if needed and click on Start
session button.



The remote audio-visual connection is established,
once both parties join the call.

3.3. Features in the call
3.3.1. Client
Any time during the call, the client can:


Tap on screen to point on the malfunction or issue



Mute and unmute herself/himself



Cancel and allow camera usage



Allow and cancel full screen



Change media settings



End the call
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3.3.2. Assistant
Assistant´s options during the call are described below.

3.3.2.1. Take Snapshot
Enables you to take a snapshot from the video stream to use advanced visual navigation
tools. Snapshot visual annotation tools appear in submenu and can be applied for the
static picture are described below:
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Zoom Selection - allows you to zoom in and out to get more or less detailed view.



Stroke - enables to change the thickness of the visual annotations.




Color - enables to change the color of the visual annotations.

Shape / Drawing / Text - enables to annotate the snapshot visually by free
drawings, predefined shapes or text.





Pointer Tool - enables you to point to objects in the snapshot.

Selection Tool - enables to move individual objects in the snapshot.

Panning Tool - enables to move the snapshot in case of zoom in to show the
relevant detail.



Save snapshot - enables you to save picture for revision later.



Done Button - closes the snapshot and returns you back into life streamed call.
3.3.2.2. Pointer Tool

Pointer Tool feature enables you to point to objects during the live video stream without
the need of taking a snapshot. It makes the use of AIRe Link more convenient in dynamic
scenarios.

3.3.2.3. Screen share
Screen share button enables assistant to share the screen with the client in order to
guide him/her more effectively through the fix.
3.3.2.4. Record session
Record session button enables assistant to make recording of particular issue or call
itself. Client is visibly notified about recording by application and his/her allowance is
necessary to create and store the recording.
3.3.2.5. Mute
Mute button enables to mute or unmute the microphone. The AIRe Link call is always
automatically muted in case of simultaneous upcoming phone call.
3.3.2.6. Client light
Client light feature enables assistant to turn on and turn off client´s mobile diode, which
is extremely useful when indoor or outdoor area has limited light conditions.
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3.3.2.7. Settings
Enables you to select your preferred devices for audio and video input.
3.3.2.8. End session
Enables you to end the call.

4. Feedback collection
After each call, both remote assistant and client are asked to answer whether the
problem was solved.

The assistant has further option to provide detailed feedback on solution or/and get
overview of savings made by using AIRe Link.
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